Parks & Recreation Edition

Can You Solve A Kidnap Caper?
Our good friend, Mr. Groundhog crushed hopes and dreams as he delayed the start of
spring. One of these dubious defendants couldn’t handle the news and started throwing shade at Mr. Groundhog. It’s up to you, gumshoe, to find out which of our suspects
is kidnap-capable!
Are you a good enough detective to figure out which suspect finally snapped? Who did
it? Where did they do it? What weapon did they use? Clues will be hidden at North
Alder Park, Mt. View Park, McElroy Park, Rotary Park, Paul Rogers Park, and Howard’s
Way at Irene Rinehart Riverfront Park.

Be sure to maintain appropriate social distancing while you investigate.
PLEASE don’t touch or remove the clues!
Search high and low for laminated signs out in the parks that will mention either a
suspect, weapon or location that WAS NOT used in the crime. Each park has one
location clue, one weapon clue, and one suspect clue. Well, except for the crime
location that is! You will need to walk, bike, skate, or run on each path to make sure
you don’t miss any evidence. If you find no clues at that location, you have solved
where the crime took place.
Once you have figured out this mystery, email hoctorj@ci.ellensburg.wa.us with your
answer to see if you are correct! Let us know how many detectives are in your family.
One lucky family will be drawn to win a RED PICKLE gift card and a Hayday Bakery gift
card! DON’T give away the answer online, we want to keep this fun going to give
everyone a change to figure it out.
THIS MYSTERY WILL BE AVAILBLE FROM February 16th
through March 17th. USE THE FOLLOWING PAGE TO
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